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Abstract

In this paper, a method of using Software Defined Radio (SDR) is proposed for improving the accuracy of 

identifying two kinds of signals as Wireless Fidelity (Wi-Fi) signal and Bluetooth signal at the same frequency 

band of 2.4 GHz based on the time-domain signal characteristic. An SDR device was set up for collecting 

transmitting signals from Wi-Fi access points (Wi-Fi) and mobile phones (Bluetooth). Different characteristics 

between Wi-Fi and Bluetooth signals were extracted from the measured result. The SDR device is programmed 

with a Wi-Fi and Bluetooth detection algorithm and a collision detection algorithm to detect and verify the Wi-Fi 

and Bluetooth signals based on collected IQ data. These methods are necessary for some applications like wireless 

communication optimization, Wi-Fi fingerprint localization, which helps to avoid interference and collision between 

two kinds of signals.
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Ⅰ. Introduction

The frequency band of 2.4 GHz so-called

industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) band [1]

is a free band unlike many other kinds of the

frequency band. The devices operating at the

ISM band are permitted without any licenses.

Wi-Fi and Bluetooth technology are the two

types of technology that are the most popular

technology working at ISM band. As their wide

application in human life, like as wireless LAN,

internet access, file transferring, CCTV video

streaming or some other kinds of IoT applications,

there is a bulk quantity of device transmitting/

receiving these kinds of signals, along with high

power density of Wi-Fi and Bluetooth signals in

a wireless communication environment. It is necessary

to optimize the quality of service, signal power

strength, enhance the error tolerance or the

ability to identify noise from other sources in a

complex communication environment with multiple

types of signal or noise at the same frequency

band [2].

Different types of methods were proposed to

resolve these kinds of issues like Wi-Fi signal

beamforming direction optimization using intelligent

reflecting surface [3], Wi-Fi signal direction

optimization by Wi-Fi fingerprinting indoor localization
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[4], FHSS(frequency hopping spread spectrum),

DSSS(direct sequence spread spectrum), optimizing

fault-tolerance topology in wireless mesh network

[5]. The primary requirement of any wireless

signal optimization method is to recognize and

identify the noise source first. Both Wi-Fi and

Bluetooth signals are transmitted at the same 2.4

GHz frequency and interference happened. A

detection algorithm based on a signal characteristic

would help to identify Wi-Fi and Bluetooth

signals in this experiment. There are various

techniques available in the literature for the

identification of wireless signal interference. Some

commercial system uses their customize hardware

and software to detect signal interference like

Spectrum XT, CleanAir, AirMaestro. Different

researchers use different modulation types like

QPSK, BPSK, GMSK in their study.

The most common method of modulation detection

and classification is spectrum cyclostationary [6],

[7]. Nowadays, some researchers use the neural

network or some statistical classification method

to detect signals which are based on data science

and machine learning. Along with multiple methods

of signal classification, there are many kinds of

parameter or feature may be extracted, such as

bandwidth, spectral signature, pulse signature [8],

inter-pulses signature, pulse spread, FHSS mechanism,

DSSS mechanism.

In this paper, a new method of analyzing and

identifying signals based on time-domain using a

Software Defined Radio (SDR) device is proposed

combined with an integrated database for smart

computing. This method is easy to implement,

cost-efficiently, and highly accurate for real-time

enforcement.

HackRF One device is leveraged for SDR

devices. Because of its cost-effectivity, portability,

and programmability, this kind of device is very

popular with researchers who are involved in the

digital signal processing study[9]. The scientist

could use the SDR device as an alternative

Spectrum Analyzer, and the developer can use

the HackRF device for mobile communication,

GPS locating device, Hacking tool for jamming

frequency band, replay attack for unlocking a car

door, magnetic rolling door [10], etc. In military or

civil applications, HackRF can be used to track

Aircraft by ADS-B signal [11], track marine ship

by AIS signal [12], or even track a satellite and

receive photoshoot from satellite [13]. In military

wireless communications, the information should

be secure. It requires complex, flexible and strong

algorithms to encode the data before transmitting

it over the air. Developers or engineers can use

the HackRF device to program and implement

any kind of encoding or decoding algorithms

without fabricating the RF hardware. The user,

researcher, or developer just needs a HackRF

device connected to a computer via a USB cable.

The user could adjust the frequency band to

measure and collect RF data in the range of 1

MHz to 6 GHz, and the bandwidth of 20MHz.

There are many kinds of dedicated software for

signal observation, measurement, or programming

which are compatible with SDR devices.

In this study, GNU Radio Companion and Universal

Hacking Radio for signal measurement and collection,

programming for processing baseband IQ data

were used. About the algorithm for Wi-Fi and

Bluetooth Identification, based on signal pulse

characteristic and inter-pulse duration, we developed

an algorithm to compute these kinds of features

then classified them based on measurement results

and the theory of Wi-Fi and Bluetooth signal

features. While other studies of Wi-Fi and Bluetooth

identification using the method of identifying

Wi-Fi and Bluetooth based on frequency domain

features, it is hard to identify Wi-Fi signal from

Bluetooth signal in case of interleaving. We

utilize the extracted features of signal pulse in

the time domain and this kind of method helps

us identify exactly the kind of signal pulse or the

inter-pulse interval following their location on

the time domain. Based on the output database

of a signal pulse position, the signal pulse and
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inter-pulse interval can be identified. We could

calculate the proportion of interleaving and collision

between two kinds of mixing transmitted signals.

Ⅱ. Signal Characteristics

In this study, the RF signal is measured at 2.4

GHz center frequency with 20MHz bandwidth,

received by HackRF One device, and stored

under baseband IQ data type samples. The

sampling rate was set up to 100,000 samples per

second. The central processing unit of HackRF

processes every vector 2047 to 4096 samples

rotationally. The IQ sample data is shown visually

by Universal Radio Hacker software on the time

domain or frequency domain.

1. Wi-Fi Signal

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) Wi-Fi signal pulse; 

(b) Wi-Fi Signal in frequency domain.

Figure 1(a) depicts the Wi-Fi signal pulse shape

in the time domain. As an OFDM symbol in

802.11x standard [14], a Wi-Fi signal pulse range

up to 80 samples, including 64 samples point for

FFT/IFFT in OFDM modulation/demodulation,

and 16 samples for cyclic prefixes. The Wi-Fi

signal pulse’s length in Figure 1(a) is 80 samples.

In some cases, the Wi-Fi pulse’s length may be

unstable due to noise or interference from another

signal source. Figure 1(b) depicts the Wi-Fi signal

pulse transformed into the frequency domain. As

the frequency band in the experiment is 2.4 GHz

and the range of measured bandwidth is 20 MHz,

Figure 1(b) depicts a Wi-Fi signal pulse occupied

full band of 20 MHz for Wi-Fi signal transmission.

2. Bluetooth signal

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) Bluetooth signal pulse; 

(b) Bluetooth signal in frequency domain.
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Fig. 3. Wi-Fi and Bluetooth coexistence in time domain.

Figure 2(a) illustrated our measurement result

of Bluetooth signal pulse. This result pointed out

the length of the Bluetooth signal pulse is

shorter than Wi-Fi. The length of the Bluetooth

signal pulse is calculated to occupy in range

14-17 μs, the most common value is 16 μs per

signal pulse.

Another clear difference between Wi-Fi and

Bluetooth signal pulses is the dispersal level of

signal peak magnitude. While the peak magnitude

of Wi-Fi is high proportion stable, the magnitude

of Bluetooth signal got higher dispersal level.

Figure 2(b) illustrates Bluetooth signal spectrum

spread in the range of 1 MHz to 2 MHz as

regulation in IEEE 802.15.1 WPAN standard. As

the measurement result, the Bluetooth signal

band occupied in range of 1 MHz to 2 MHz and

implement FHSS mechanism, while the signal

band of Wi-Fi occupied full measurement band

20 MHz. An identification system may use a

correlation method for detecting Bluetooth spectrum

signals, but this method is so sensitive to noise

and interference, especially in the case of Wi-Fi

and Bluetooth interference.

3. Wi-Fi and Bluetooth signal coexistence

Every device of RF technology should improve

its ability to reduce interleaving, collision, or

enhance fault tolerance. In case Wi-Fi and Bluetooth

coexist in the same band, to reduce the ability of

interleaving, they use different inter-pulse duration.

In the measurement figure below, we capture a

wide range of signals in the case of Wi-Fi and

Bluetooth signal coexistence on the time domain.

20 MHz is the standard of 802.11a and 802.11g

by IEEE and the usual option for Wi-Fi channel

bandwidth. In our study, we also scanned signal

waves at the maximum bandwidth of 20 MHz of

HackRF, with 8-bit ADC converter resolution [15].

As the spectrogram result illustrated the range

of bandwidth in Figure 3, Wi-Fi signal occupies

a full measurement channel.

Wi-Fi signal of Figure 3 uses a longer range

of time interval between Wi-Fi signal pulse,

while Bluetooth signal uses much shorter inter-

pulse time interval, and the interval value may

be changed following time flow based on the

design of each manufacturer. As in this study

experiment, the inter-pulse arrival time between

Wi-Fi pulse is approximately 20000 μs and 500 μ

s for Bluetooth signal.

Ⅲ. Measurement Scenario and Setup

The experiment set up in an indoor building

environment, where Wi-Fi signal source is available

from multiple sources like Access Points. Bluetooth

signals may also be received from many kinds of

devices like wireless mouses, wireless speakers,

or cell phones in active mode. As mentioned in

Section I, Wi-Fi and Bluetooth are two typical

types of wireless technology affected and widely

used in human life which operate on ISM band,

therefore it’s easy to get the signal source of

Wi-Fi and Bluetooth from civil, home appliance

equipment. Implicitly, building indoors is quite

ideal for implementing this experiment. Our

measurement setup for an experiment is configured

as shown in Figure 4 below.

To configure and program for collecting and

computing, processing data, HackRF One device

connected to Laptop PC via a USB 2.0 cable. A

proper driver necessary for PC recognizes peripheral
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devices like HackRF needs to be installed and

dedicated software for configuring HackRF and

collecting data. In this study, we use the GNU

Radio Companion (GRC).

Fig. 4. Measurement Setup.

Ⅳ. Identification Algorithm

1. Wi-Fi and Bluetooth Signal Identification

Wi-Fi and Bluetooth signals appeared under

pulse form. Therefore to discriminate signal pulse

from background noise in the time domain, we

should choose a proper energy threshold parameter.

The baseband IQ data samples in the time domain

contain the sample point’s amplitude stays in range

-1 to 1 due to normalization. As OFDM and

801.11a standard, every Wi-Fi pulse occupies 80

samples, therefore the signal pulse length threshold

was set with that standard. Also, applying this

method for Bluetooth pulse, pulse length threshold

for determining Bluetooth signal is in range 13 to

17 samples.

Fig. 5. Algorithm of Wi-Fi and Bluetooth identification.

The threshold for the distance between signal

pulse also has to be set, to determine every

location of a signal pulse including starting point,

endpoint, length of the signal pulse, derived from

those parameters, the distance between signal

pulse could be computed. An algorithm presents

in Figure 5 to detect Wi-Fi and Bluetooth signals

will process and compute every 2047 to 4096 IQ

samples per input vector.

2. Inter-pulse time interval computing

In this Section, the algorithms for computing

the inter-pulse time interval between adjacent

signal pulse and the time interval between the

same type of signal-pulse (Wi-Fi to Wi-Fi,

Bluetooth to Bluetooth) is proposed.

Table 1. Database structure for storing data and computing 

collision detection.

Field Description

Signal ID
Auto-assigned increasing ID for every 

array of IQ data samples following sliding 
window size to process sequentially

Signal length
Storing data of array length each time 

processing

Pulse ID
Auto-assigned increasing ID for each 

pulse detected in each IQ signal sliding 
window

Pulse type
Storing data of pulse type included: 

Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, or Others

Pulse length
Length of signal pulse, help determine 

the type of signal pulse

Start point
Start point of signal pulse in array following 
the sequence of sample points in array

End point
End point of signal pulse in array 

following the sequence of sample points 
in array

Distance to last 
pulse

Number of IQ sample points between 
adjacent pulses

Distance to last 
same type of 

pulse

Number of IQ sample points between 
adjacent same type of pulses, like Wi-Fi 

to Wi-Fi, Bluetooth to Bluetooth

Distance to end 
of Array

Number of sample points from End point 
of signal pulse to end point of Array

To support computing, a structured database is

developed for storing, querying the signal feature
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data. The system process bulk of input IQ data

following the size of the sliding window on the

time domain, therefore all of the signal features

like signal pulse, position, signal pulse length,

sliding window size, etc, need to be calculated

and stored in the database. The algorithm may

calculate inter-pulse time intervals based on

stored data in the database.

The structure of the database includes fields is

shown in Table 1. The database structure

proposed in Table 1 helps the detection system

not only working in the offline phase but also

helps the detection system working in the online

phase for real-time processing. Besides that, this

database structure help decreasing RF received

data size by extracting some important parameter

like as: pulse position, pulse type, pulse distance

will be computed in Algorithm B presented in

Figure 6.

Fig. 6. Algorithm for Wi-Fi and Bluetooth distance computing.

3. Collision Detection

The collision case happens when a Wi-Fi pulse

and a Bluetooth pulse overlapping. To the case

of overlapping, we took the computed distance

between the last Bluetooth pulses saved in the

database. Because the distance value between

Bluetooth pulses repeated with a rule, we could

develop an algorithm for predicting the next

position of Bluetooth pulse based on position and

distance between the last detected Bluetooth

pulses.

Figure 7 shows the distance between Bluetooth

or Wi-Fi pulses repeated with a rule. The case

of Wi-Fi and Bluetooth collision happens when

Wi-Fi and Bluetooth signal pulses overlapped.

This algorithm would detect based on prediction

the next position of Bluetooth pulse, and check

with the real signal received Wi-Fi or Bluetooth.

If the received signal is Wi-Fi at the predicted

position, we detected the collision case.

To apply the prediction method for detect

collision case, the detection system was designed

by algorithm which is presented in Figure 8.

Fig. 7. Wi-Fi and Bluetooth collision.

Fig. 8. Algorithm for Wi-Fi and Bluetooth collision detection.

4. Result

After implementing the experiment of Wi-Fi

and Bluetooth identification for approximately 44
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Fig. 10. Wi-Fi and Bluetooth pulses sequential location.

seconds in an indoor building environment by

our method, the system detected a total of 12,932

signal pulses from raw IQ data.

Figure 9 shows the quantity of Wi-Fi, Bluetooth

pulses detected, and the quantity of interleaving

and collision cases between detected Wi-Fi and

Bluetooth pulse.

Fig. 9. Quantity of Wi-Fi and Bluetooth pulses detected.

As shown in Figure 9, 730 pulses of Wi-Fi,

8785 pulses of Bluetooth, 265 cases of Interleaving,

and 37 cases of Collision between Wi-Fi and

Bluetooth are detected. Utilizing the HackRF

device, the system also located the position of

every pulse in each IQ data sample array

collected. Each sample point is equivalent to 1 μs

in the time domain. From the first point and last

point position, the system could calculate the

length of the signal pulse. Following the sequence

of 12932 pulses detected, all signal pulses are

classified by their sequential location and each

case of interleaving and collision in Figure 10

below.

In another study in [16], the method approached

to analyze signal on the time-frequency domain,

applying Hidden Markov Model and Expectation-

Maximization algorithm for Wi-Fi and Bluetooth

signal detection and classification based on detected

signal bandwidth. With the algorithm and system

setup using the SDR device from our algorithm,

not only Wi-Fi and Bluetooth signals are detected,

but the system also located the position of every

kind of signal in the following time domain, then

computed and point out the position in which

interleaving and collision cases happened.

V. Conclusion

This study focused on analyzing signal charac-

teristics on the time domain for identifying Wi-Fi

and Bluetooth signals. We mainly focused on the

length feature of the pulse between many features

of the pulse signature for determining the type of

signal. This method is especially useful in case

identifying Wi-Fi and Bluetooth interleaving. By

locating exactly every signal pulse, the length of

the signal pulse could be calculated. Moreover,

the distance between two pulses adjacent and

distance between two Wi-Fi pulses or two Bluetooth

pulses are also computed, even in the case of

interleaving thanks to the structured database.

This result is very important for implement the

next step is computing the collision rate. By our

self-developed prediction algorithm, based on

input data is the distance between Bluetooth

pulses, the algorithm help predicted the location

of Bluetooth pulse which is at risk of collision

with Wi-Fi. The method and result of collision

detection experiment may helpful for another

study about wireless communication optimization
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or telecom devices maker to choose the appropriate

time interval between each time of signal pulse

transmitted, or designing an algorithm for time

interval hoping to avoid collisions, similar to FHSS

method in the frequency domain.

For further study, from our method of locating

signal pulse, other researchers may analyze and

extract other features of pulse signature like

variance or distribution of amplitude or analyzing

parameters on frequency transformed data, etc

for classifying multi-type of the signal pulse.

Moreover, the algorithm and database of inter-pulse

distance computing are also helpful in addition to

enrich the dataset in signal identification, especially

applying in the machine learning algorithm.
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